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Alternative Names 
CYP2D6 
CPD6 
P450DB1 
Debrisoquine 4-Hydroxylase 
 
Record Category 
Gene locus 
 
WHO-ICD 
N.B.: Classification not applicable to gene loci. 
 
Incidence per 100,000 Live Births 
N/A to gene loci 
 
OMIM Number 
124030 
 
Mode of Inheritance 
N/A 
 
Gene Map Locus 
22q13.2 
 
Description 
The enzyme encoded by the CYP2D6 is a member 
of the cytochrome P450 superfamily of enzymes 
that are involved in drug metabolism and synthesis 
of cholesterol, steroids, and other lipids.  It is 
estimated that 20-25% of clinically prescribed 
drugs are metabolized by CYP2D6, which is 
cellularly localized to the endoplasmic reticulum.  
The CYP2D6 gene is highly polymorphic with 
certain variants conferring decreased metabolism of 
substrates leading to the poor metabolizer 
phenotype.  At the other end of the spectrum are the 
extensive or ultrarapid metabolizer phenotypes.  
CYP2D6 substrates include certain anti-arrythmic 
agents, adrenoceptor antagonists, and 
antidepressants as well as many environmental 
chemicals.  Therefore the impact of CYP2d6 
variants on bioavailability and toxicity of these 
chemical substances is quite significant. 
 
Molecular Genetics 

The CYP2D6 gene is nearly 18Kb long, and it has 
over 120 allelic variants resulting from point 
mutations, rearrangements, additions, deletions and 
duplications.  These mutations are linked to varied 
metabolizing abilities; for example poor 
metabolism of Debrisoquine is observed with 
variants such as (Gly169Ter, Pro34Ser, 1-bp del, 
2637A), while ultrarapid metabolism was linked to 
(Arg296Cys and Ser486Thr).  Furthermore, 
alternatively spliced variants of CYP2D6 have been 
identified. 
 
Epidemiology in the Arab World 
Saudi Arabia 
McLellan et al. (1997) characterized the 
distribution of CYP2D6 alleles among Saudi 
Arabians using restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP) analysis and allele-specific 
PCR amplification.  A total of 101 individuals were 
genotyped, 21 of those had CYP2D6 gene 
duplication, whilst only two were heterozygous for 
a deletion of the whole gene.  The frequency of the 
most common loss-of-function allele among 
Caucasians, CYP2D6*4, was only 3.5% in the 
Saudi population.  Also, other alleles associated 
with decreased enzymatic activity, such as 
CYP2D6*10 and *17, were found at lower rates 
(3% each).  Therefore, the prevalence of the poor 
metabolizer phenotype is relatively low among 
Saudi Arabians.  Few years later, Lundqvist et al. 
(1999) presented evidence that CYP2D6 gene 
duplications occurred through unequal crossover at 
a breakpoint in the 3-prime flanking region of the 
CYP2D6*2B allele with a specific repetitive 
sequence. Alleles with 13 copies of the gene were 
likely formed by unequal segregation and 
extrachromosomal replication of acentric DNA.  
Lundqvist et al. (1999) suggested that the high 
frequencies of multiduplicated genes in Saudi 
Arabian and Ethiopian populations indicated that a 
dietary selective pressure existed in those regions in 
the past. These variants may have been introduced 
into the Spanish population during the Muslim 
migration. 
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Qumsieh et al. (2011) undertook a study to 
determine the frequencies of CYP2D6 alleles in the 
Emirati population using direct sequencing of all 
coding exons and large parts of the intronic 
sequences.  A total of 151 Emiratis were included, 
including 50 healthy volunteers and 101 psychiatric 
patients on antidepressants.  Overall, 17 alleles 
were identified in the study, with CYP2D6*1 being 
the most frequent (39%), followed by CYP2D6*41 
(15%), CYP2D6*2 (12%), and CYP2D6*4 (9%); 
the frequency of homozygous CYP2D6*4 (poor 
metabolizer) was as low as 2%.  No significant 
differences between psychiatric patients and 
healthy controls have been observed regarding 
these frequencies.  CYP2D6 
duplication/multiduplication occurred in 16% of 
tested individuals.  Four new alleles (CYP2D6*102, 
*103, *104, and *105) and five new genotypes 
were also identified in this study.  CYP2D6*105 
was the only genotype in which a novel mutation 
was found.  This was a c.1097T>C (g.3268T>C) 
substitution, which caused a p.F366S change in the 
protein.  The clinical impact of this change is not 
known.  However, Qumsieh et al. (2011) supposed 
that a change from a hydrophobic phenylalanine to 
a small, polar serine would likely disrupt the 
structure of the protein.  Apart from the new 
genotypes, the study also identified 44 previously 
reported genotypes in the population.  Of these, 23 
genotypes were of the EM phenotype, while 12 
were classified as UM.  The study showed that 
CYP2D6 is polymorphic in the UAE population, 
and that the frequencies of the individual alleles are 
different from that of the Caucasian population, 

although somewhat similar to that reported from the 
Palestinian population. 
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